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Now to your point about the power of TI :* TI has over 100 hours of
BASIC programming experience with the68k series (6-8

programming languages; 68000, 68020, 68030, 68040,68002, 68k+,
68802), and they know what they are doing; TI hasabout 30 hours of
68k+ experience. If we count hours of schoolboyprogramming like I

do: if you know what you're doing, in BASIC, andknew the 0/1/2/3/4/5
and 6/7/8/9/10 asssignment types, you couldprobably write some
interesting BASIC programs on the Nspire today,and - in my view,
more efficiently than on any other CPS.* TI has a vast developer

community, the TI AppsDev forums and themore or less worldwide TI
Homebrews Club, on which are thousands ofdevelopers based on the
68k series, and there is a lot of softwarecode available;* TI can keep

much of their OS design clean, as they are working ona 100%
hardware, and don't have to worry about compatibility. The68k

series is called "68k" because the "68" was an obscure referenceto
the fact that the 68000 is actually 68012, a set of 68000 with

asmaller pipeline. But there are some things that are missing:* TI has
no idea how to make a graphical BASIC program (and maybesome of
you remember a promising Microsoft product named ReGUI thatdid
something similar - but well, it was discontinued, sorry), but theydo
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know how to write a word processor, so they could make a
programlike Scratch. If they wanted to make a program like Scratch
on theNspire, would a graphical BASIC interpreter be helpful?* TI has
no idea how to create a simple calculator-like program, butthey have
no problem to create a games engine, so they could makeone. If we

count hours of schoolboy programming like I do: if youknow what
you're doing, in BASIC, and knew the 7 assignment types,and the 7
most basic mathematical operations, you could probablywrite some
interesting BASIC programs on the Nspire today, and- in my view,
more efficiently than on any other CPS.* TI has a vast developer

community, the TI AppsDev forums and themore or less worldwide TI
Homebrews Club, on which are thousands ofdevelopers based on the
68k series, and there is a lot of softwarecode available;* TI can keep

much of their OS design clean, as they are working ona 100%
hardware, and don't have to worry about compatibility. The68k

series is called "68k" because the "68" was an obscure referenceto
the fact that the 68000 is actually 68012, a set of 68000 with

asmaller pipeline.
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